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Incidents Recently Reported to the OHS 
Contact Centre 
These are summaries of selected work-related 
incidents recently reported to Alberta OHS. 

They may help you prevent similar incidents. The summaries 
are based on information obtained as soon as possible after 
the incident. They are preliminary and subject to change. 
Because they are being investigated by the employers 
involved, no additional information will be available. 

Worker crushed – A driver was unloading steel joists from 
a truck. The telehandler loaded with steel joists was in the 
process of being lowered when the load tipped and 
crushed the driver. The driver was transported to hospital 
and remained there for more than two days. 
Transportation, Communication and Utilities 

Occupational Health and Safety system review  
We're reviewing the OHS system to 
ensure Alberta’s laws and best 
practices keep up with the needs of 
modern workplaces, changing 
technology and other jurisdictions. 
Albertans may participate in the review 
by completing an online survey or 

reviewing the OHS Discussion Paper and sending written 
comments to lbr.review@gov.ab.ca. Submissions will be 
accepted until October 16, 2017.  
 
OHS Innovation and Engagement Grants 
Alberta Labour is pleased to announce that application 
forms for the third year of the Occupational Health & 
Safety Innovation and Engagement (I&E) Grants Program 
are now online. I&E grants fund non-profit and public 
sector organization projects aimed at improving OHS 
awareness, knowledge and action in Alberta. The 
application deadline is October 31, 2017. 
 

Employment Standards: New online 
employer self-assessment tool  
This new resource for small business 
employers is designed to provide 
information and help employers 

assess their level of compliance with employment 
standards rules. 
 

 
Traffic control worker struck by vehicle – While 
enforcing a lane closure as part of road repair 
operations, a worker was struck by a vehicle 
(driver was a member of the public) on the road. 
The worker was transported to hospital for 
injuries. Construction and Construction Trades 
 
Worker thrown from horse – A worker was on a 
horse moving cattle through the feedlot. The 
worker attempted to move a cow that was lying 
on the ground. The cow unexpectedly moved, 
throwing the worker to the ground. The worker 
suffered a broken collar bone. Farming and 
Ranching 
 
Carpenter cuts off toes with saw – A journeyman 
carpenter was using a circular power saw on a 
plywood board on the floor. The saw slipped and 
amputated the carpenter’s toes. Construction and 
Construction Trades 
  
Worker’s fall arrested – A worker was erecting a 
tank at a height of 19 metres when the worker 
fell. The worker’s personal fall arrest system 
arrested the worker’s fall. No injuries were 
sustained. Construction and Construction Trades 
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Workplace incidents 

Motor vehicle incidents 

Occupational diseases 

 
 

Contact OHS 
1-866-415-8690 (toll-free) 780-415-8690 (Edmonton) 

TTY: 780-427-9999 (Edmonton) TTY: 1-800-232-7215 

Report an Incident 

 

Question:  
As a crane inspection company, some of our 
customers think they require a “certificate” for 
the annual inspection of their overhead cranes. 
We do not provide that as a part of inspection 
reporting. We provide a condition report for the 
crane and safety report for the issues that require 
immediate attention. We also provide a dated 
sticker that is placed on the crane disconnect 
with the date of the inspection and the scheduled 
next inspection. Are we required to provide a 
“certificate” after we complete overhead crane 
inspections?  We don’t see this required by either 
Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Standard 
B167 for overhead cranes or the OHS Code. 

We also have some customers who have been 
told that their overhead cranes require annual 
non-destructive testing (NDT). We do not see this 
required by the CSA Standard or the OHS Code. 
Do you have anything to clear up this confusion 
going forward? 

Answer:   
The OHS Code and CSA Standard do not 
specifically require the need for overhead cranes 
to be NDT tested annually. Neither requires that 
a “certificate” accompany an inspection 
report. Those two requirements are necessary for 
mobile cranes, as required by Section 89 of the 
OHS Code. Your customers appear to be 
mistakenly thinking that the same requirements 
apply to overhead cranes. If you are uncertain 
that the overhead crane manufacturer requires 
NDT testing, always refer to the manufacturing 
specifications on the equipment. 
 

  
This month’s infographic features the Construction and 
Construction Trades sector.  You can find all the 
infographics here.   

New OHS Resources 
 A health care worker’s guide to health and safety on 

the job  
 OHS Guide for retail workers and employers  
 Assessment and Control of Psychological Hazards in 

the Workplace  
 Psychological Hazards in the Workplace- Worksheet  
 Psychological Hazards in the Workplace- Sample policy 

statement  
 Powered Mobile Equipment Rollover Safety 

Precautions 
 Wildfire Smoke  
 

 

 

Ask an Expert 
Have a question or want information? 
Use the online form or call the OHS Contact Centre 

https://work.alberta.ca/occupational-health-safety/workplace-incidents-fatalities-summaries.html
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